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Recent advancements in fuel cell technology through the auspices of the Department of
Energy, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, and industry partners have
set the stage for the use of solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) power generation systems in
aircraft applications. Conventional gas turbine auxiliary power units (APUs) account for
20% of airport ground-based emissions. Alleviating airport ground emissions will con-
tinue to be a challenge with increased air travel unless new technology is introduced.
Mission fuel burn and emissions can be significantly reduced through optimal systems
integration of aircraft and SOFC subsystems. This study examines the potential total
aircraft mission benefits of tightly integrating SOFC hybrids with aircraft subsystems
using United Technologies Corporation Integrated Total Aircraft Power Systems propri-
etary methodologies. Several system concepts for optimal integration of the SOFC stack
with aircraft subsystems are presented and analyzed in terms of mission fuel burn for
technologies commensurate with 2015 entry into service. The performance of various
hybrid SOFC-APU system architectures is compared against an advanced gas turbine-
based APU system. In addition to the merits of different system architectures, optimal
SOFC system parameter selection is discussed. The results of the study indicate that
despite the lower power density of SOFC-based APU systems, significant aircraft fuel
burn (5–7%) and emission reductions (up to 70%) are possible. The majority of the fuel
burn savings are realized during aircraft ground operations rather than in-flight mission
segments due to the greater efficiency difference between the SOFC system and the
advanced APU technology. �DOI: 10.1115/1.3008037�
ntroduction
Interest in fuel cells as an advanced auxiliary power unit �APU�

echnology alternative for aircraft has been receiving increased
ttention in the past five years and is being driven by several
actors, including emissions, costs, and evolving application re-
uirements. Conventional gas turbine APUs account for 20% of
irport ground-based emissions �1�. Alleviating airport ground
missions will continue to be a challenge with increased air travel
nless new low-emissions technology is introduced. Conventional
PU technology and secondary aircraft systems are also respon-

ible for 50% of the aircraft maintenance cost and some 12% of
he delays �2�. The APU system itself represents the third highest
ircraft system cost in terms of repair and replacement. Airlines
re also experiencing increased operating costs associated with
igher fuel prices and, on a typical day, greater than 5% of the
otal fuel consumed during daily operation is due to the APU �3�.
urthermore, new aircraft development programs are increasingly
volving toward more-electric aircraft �MEA� designs, such as the
oeing 787. These drivers coupled with the general need for high

pecific power and high efficiency power and propulsions systems
or a variety of aerospace applications are promoting interest in
uel cell-based power systems.

To address these challenges, the National Aeronautics and
pace Administration �NASA� formulated a plan to advance solid
xide fuel cell capabilities for a wide range of aircraft power and
ropulsion applications �4�. The plan builds on the Department of
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Energy’s �DOE� Solid State Energy Conversion Alliance �SECA�
program by complementing SECA’s program objectives on cost
reduction to address power density �kW/l� and specific power
�kW/kg� challenges critical for aircraft applications. As part of this
plan, NASA issued several contracts to conduct studies targeting a
jet fuel-based fuel cell with a 2015 Entry-Into-Service �EIS� ap-
plication. One such study is the one conducted by United Tech-
nologies Research Center �UTRC� for the NASA RASER pro-
gram �5� which concluded that most of the benefits of a solid
oxide fuel cell �SOFC� APU system would be realized during
ground operations, for a long-range mission. A preliminary analy-
sis of the short-range mission �1000 NM �nautical mile�� con-
ducted as part of that study showed that the SOFC system pro-
vided about 3% mission fuel burn �FB� savings for the short-range
mission as compared to only 0.7% mission fuel burn savings for
the long-range mission �3000 NM�. The present work was in-
tended to look into the potential short-range mission benefits of
tightly integrating the SOFCs with aircraft subsystems using UTC
Integrated Total Aircraft Power Systems �ITAPS™� proprietary
methodologies.

Objectives
The objectives of this work were threefold: �1� define SOFC-

based APU system concepts with high specific power �kW/kg� for
a future short-range aircraft, �2� evaluate the propulsion and
power system benefits of these system concepts, and �3� identify
the key technology gaps that need to be closed to enable these
systems to enter the marketplace.

The scope of the study targeted technologies that would be
commensurate with a year 2015 EIS. This generally means that
hardware needs to be demonstrated at full scale in a relevant en-

vironment at least three years prior to EIS. This milestone corre-
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ponds to a NASA technology readiness level �TRL� of 6 and
ould theoretically need to be reached by 2012 at the latest. Thus,
alance-of-plant �BoP� hardware for the studies was selected with
hese timeline and readiness constraints. Furthermore, the study
as focused on technologies and systems integration concepts for

hort-range missions ��1000 NM�. The study also includes an
ssessment and development of lightweight SOFC stack/system
oncepts for high specific power for aircraft APU applications but
imits system architecture simulation and evaluation to a concep-
ual level of fidelity. Nevertheless, the uniqueness of this study is
he utilization of Integrated Total Aircraft Power Systems
ITAPS™� methodologies to examine the performance benefits
rom tight aircraft systems integration. ITAPS™ is a United Tech-
ologies Corporation �UTC� concurrent engineering and analysis
ackage that leverages systems integration approaches with pro-
rietary aircraft component and system modeling tools, databases,
nd design processes to generate synergistic system-level solu-
ions �6�. As Joyner and McGinnis noted �7�, “the objective of
TAPS™ is to provide an accurately defined model or system of
odels that represent a system-of-systems to provide quantitative

olutions early in the design process. It also is employed to evalu-
te architectural solutions based on the system requirements dur-
ng the functional analysis step.”

ethodology

Metrics. The basic approach taken in this study was to compare
he performance of advanced SOFC-APU system concepts for
015 EIS to a baseline APU system that was comprised of ad-
anced but conventional gas turbine technology. The future SOFC
ystems were designed to exceed the DOE SECA program goals
or high specific power. The primary metrics that quantified the
echnology benefits were captured as reductions in total aircraft
uel burn, emissions, and overall efficiency performance. SOFC-
as turbine �SOFC-GT� APU system efficiency is defined as

�SOFC-APU =
ẆSOFC,Netdc + ẆGT,Netdc

LHVFuel,in
�1�

here the aircraft power distribution in this study is high voltage
c power.

Simulation Tools. Modeling and simulation of the SOFC-APU
ubsystem draw upon the large library of fuel cell and combined
eat and power �CHP� proprietary models developed by UTRC
nd its sister division, UTC Power. This library has been devel-
ped using the commercially available gPROMS software, which
tands for general process modeling system. gPROMS is an
quation-oriented modeling system typically used within the pro-
ess industry for building, validating, and executing first-
rinciples models within a flowsheeting framework �8�. The soft-
are employs user-specified ordinary differential equations and
ifferential algebraic equation simultaneous equation solvers to
nable process modeling, simulation, parameter estimation, and
ptimization.

Basic Modeling Approach. The UTRC SOFC stack model is
ased on a lumped single-node thermodynamic representation that
ccounts for internal reforming and water-gas shift equilibrium,
lectrochemical polarizations and the associated heat generation,
ass transfer via cell reactions, and overall energy balances
ithin a single-cell repeat unit. Reactant gas supply is assumed to
e uniformly distributed among the cells within the cell stack and
mong the channels within each repeat unit. Thus, single-cell per-
ormance is extrapolated to produce SOFC stack performance.
his representation can be readily constructed as quantities, such
s stack voltage and stack power that are scaled versions of
ingle-cell voltage and power. Thus, a single-cell model forms the
eart of stack model. The cell model is comprised of three
ompartments—the anode, the cathode, and the electrolyte. Mass

alances are written individually for the anode and the cathode
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compartments. The consumption of H2 in the anode and O2 in the
cathode is governed by Faraday’s law and is proportional to the
current density.

In the case of reformate fuels, it is assumed that hydrocarbons
and/or CO are not electrochemically active but are consumed
rather through reactions, such as reforming and water-gas shift.
For example, if CH4 and CO are also fed to the anode, then the
following reactions govern the consumption of the two species:

CO + H2O ↔ CO2 + H2 �water-gas shift� �2�

CH4 + H2O ↔ CO + 3H2 �methane reforming� �3�

Thus, the H2 needed for the electrochemical oxidation at the
triple-phase boundary in the anode is supplied by the above reac-
tions. The above reactions are assumed to be at equilibrium in the
anode. This assumption is generally valid for high voltage low
current operating conditions, i.e., longer anode gas residence
times �9�. Furthermore, for externally reforming SOFC systems
where catalytic partial oxidation and autothermal reforming of
liquid jet fuel occur, the reformate products consist of primarily
hydrogen and carbon monoxide, not methane. Thus, the primary
global reactions are the electrochemical oxidation of hydrogen
and the water-gas shift, where water-gas shift is in equilibrium.
Quantities such as fuel utilization and O2-stoichiometry are calcu-
lated from the mass-balance equation framework.

An overall system energy balance is implemented as a part of
the model. The total enthalpy flow into the system has two com-
ponents: the anode inlet flow and the cathode inlet flow. Similarly,
the enthalpy flow out of the system has the anode outlet and
cathode outlet flow components. The lumped system produces
power and rejects thermal energy to both the surroundings and the
cathode cooling air stream. All of these respective terms figure
into the cell energy balance.

Aircraft Application Challenges for SOFC Technology
There are several technical challenges encountered in using

SOFC technology for aircraft applications. One critical challenge
is that the SOFC system specific power �kW/kg� is at least four
times lower than that of a conventional gas turbine APU and the
corresponding weight penalty increases the amount of fuel burned
by the aircraft during a mission. To operate a SOFC-based APU
during flight operations requires an input air stream, and providing
this air stream from the ambient �ram-air� introduces ram-drag
penalties. These ram-drag penalties increase the amount of fuel
burned by the aircraft. Another challenge is associated with the
power electronics with onboard aircraft electrical systems. The
SOFC system �which is a hybrid system comprising the SOFC
cell stack and a turbogenerator� produces both ac and dc power.
The dc power is from the SOFC cell stack, while the ac power is
from the turbine driven generator. The management of the power
�ac and dc� generated by the SOFC system requires additional
power electronics �power converters, etc.�, which, in turn, in-
crease the amount of fuel burned by the aircraft due to their ad-
ditional weight and inherent inefficiencies. Conventional ceramic-
based SOFC systems require a relatively long time �much more
than 30 min� for startup. Therefore, designs that can enable rapid
startup and provide good thermal cycling capability are desired.
Another challenge is utilization of the high temperature
��300–550°C� exhaust gas leaving the SOFC system.

Jet A fuel specifications indicate that sulfur levels can range
from 300 ppm 1000 ppm by weight. SOFCs generally require sul-
fur levels to be less than 1 ppmv ��15 ppm by weight� at the
anode inlet. Sulfur removal can be accomplished with either
ground-based or on-board methods. The first approach assumes
that sulfur levels will be reduced to the required SOFC and re-
former levels either at the refinery or on-site at the airport using
ground-based hardware. However, the availability of low-sulfur
jet fuel may not be ubiquitous for some time and our view is that

a transitional period will exist where on-board desulfurization will
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e required. Thus, ground-based desulfurization is not examined
n this study. To remove the sulfur on-board requires a bulky
esulfurizer, which restricts the fuel processing options for aircraft
pplications.

In short, the addition of weight to the aircraft, ram-air consump-
ion, and long start-up times can all increase the fuel burn of the
ircraft. To realize any potential benefit from the SOFC system for
ircraft APU applications, system integration concepts for the
OFC system should provide substantial compensating benefits to
vercome penalties imposed by the above requirements and tech-
ical challenges. The current study uses some advanced and pro-
rietary concepts for the SOFC cell stack and system design, des-
lfurization, and heat utilization to maximize the benefits of
ntegration of a SOFC system as an APU for short-range more-
lectric aircraft.

aseline APU System Description and Performance

System Description and Aircraft Electric Load Profiles. The
aseline aircraft system is a short-range twin engine aircraft that
mploys ultra-efficient engine technology �UEET�. The overall
ngine and power system architecture is shown in Fig. 1. The
ore-electric architecture aircraft features electric engine start,

lectric environmental control system �ECS� sourced by ram air,
ydraulic and electric actuation, gearbox-driven accessories, and

ig. 1 Schematic baseline engine and power system
rchitecture
Fig. 2 Baseline APU electrical
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electric anti-ice. The baseline APU is an advanced bleedless APU
with ceramic materials utilized in some static components. The
main functions of the APU are to provide electric power to start
the main engines, to drive the generator for ground-based electric
loads, the compressor for the ECS, and for wing anti-ice at alti-
tudes beneath 10,000 ft. ��3 km�.

The baseline system performance analyzed is for a 162 passen-
ger aircraft, sized for a 3200 nautical miles �NM� mission at a
cruise Mach number of 0.8. The take-off gross weight �TOGW� of
the aircraft was 153,471 lbs �69,600 kg�. The mission analyzed
for this study is a 1000 NM mission for which the optimum cruise
altitude was 39,000 ft �11.9 km�. The flight mission consists of
ground operations, taxi-out, climb-cruise-descent, and taxi-in seg-
ments. The conventional gas turbine-based APU is typically oper-
ated only during the ground segment of flight missions and after
the main engine starts, it proceeds to an idle condition �zero load�
during the taxi-out and taxi-in segments. The main engines are
operational from the beginning of the taxi-out �engine start� to the
end of taxi-in �engine stop�.

All baseline APU power requirements are electrical, and the
auxiliary generator mounted on the main engine gearbox is con-
sidered to be part of the APU. APU electric load requirements and
the ground operation times are shown in Fig. 2. During regular
operation, the APU remains operational until the “taxi-out.” Dur-
ing the flight segment, the APU is reduced to a zero-load condi-
tion �idle� during take-off and then is normally shutdown or is
operated only for emergency and anti-ice conditions. The APU
was sized for 300 kW or rated power to meet electrical loads
�auxiliary and emergency operation and also to satisfy anti-ice
loads� and operates with an efficiency of about 17% �low heating
value �LHV� basis� during standard ground day conditions
�15°C /68°F�. Ultimately, the size of the APU is determined by
the peak electrical power demand on a hot day �40°C /105°F� for
ground conditions.

Overall Aircraft Fuel Burn Performance Using Baseline
APU. Aircraft electrical loads during ground operations were
shown in Fig. 2. In-flight aircraft electrical loads for the climb-
cruise-descent segment, which includes the aircraft electrical ser-
vice load, ECS electrical load, and the electrical portion of the
actuation load, are depicted in Fig. 3. The electric anti-ice load
requirement was taken into account while designing/sizing the
APU/engine-mounted generators for different architectures. How-
ever, the anti-ice performance/benefits were not evaluated in the
ITAPS™ environment, since the standard day performance mis-
sion does not include the icing condition. To satisfy the overall
electrical load, two engine-mounted generators of 250 kW are re-
quired. Using the UTC ITAPS™ tools, the baseline aircraft sys-
tem was evaluated. The total aircraft fuel burned during ground
operations was 1996 lb /day �905 kg /day� and the total aircraft
fuel burn �including the main engines� during the climb-cruise-
loads for ground operation

AUGUST 2009, Vol. 6 / 031015-3
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descent segments was 41,216 lb /day �18,690 kg /day�. Additional
performance summaries are provided in the subsequent section.

SOFC-APU System Architecture A

System Description. Two different SOFC system architectures
�denoted as “A” and “B”� were examined for integration into the
aircraft systems. Architecture A includes the features of the base-
line system and the best features from a previous study �5� and is
depicted in Fig. 4. Twin 150 kW hybrid SOFC systems serve as
an APU in place of the gas turbine APU. The efficiency advantage
of the SOFC-gas turbine hybrid system also enables operation
during the flight climb-cruise-descent segment, thereby reducing
the engine shaft extractions substantially. The jet fuel is processed
in a Pratt & Whitney proprietary fuel stabilization unit �FSU� to
deoxygenate the fuel prior to receiving waste heat from the SOFC
system, and air is supplied to the system using the overboard flow
from the ECS.

The SOFC-APU is a pressurized gas system that is comprised
of four basic subsystems: a fuel processing subsystem, cell-stack
module and hot gas recycle components, a turbine bottoming
cycle, and the power conditioning subsystem �PCS�, as shown in
Fig. 5. The fuel processing subsystem �FPS� consists of a single
fuel pump, an on-board and athermal regenerative desulphurizer
�DS�, an autothermal reformer �ATR� �FR in Fig. 5�, one air
blower, and a fuel heat exchanger �HEX� to cool the reformate gas
stream to the fuel cell-stack requirements. Jet A fuel enters the

r climb/cruise/descent mission
ig. 4 Schematic of aircraft systems with SOFC-APU Architec-
ure A
atic of SOFC-APU
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ystem via the fuel pump, is delivered to the low-temperature
egenerative DS, and then mixes with a fraction of recycled anode
ail gas and fresh air to achieve the necessary oxygen-to-carbon
nd steam-to-carbon ratios for the reformer. The air requirements
or the SOFC-APU system can be met entirely with the available
abin air. The SOFC stack is pressurized to 3 atm and operates at
temperature near 615°C and with a fuel utilization near 80%. In

he twin 150 kW SOFC systems, each fuel cell stack typically
enerates dc power in excess of 125 kW at the design condition
ith a power density of 0.25 W /cm2. A substantial amount of

xcess air is supplied to the SOFC to maintain the stack operating
emperature. The depleted reactant gases exit the SOFC module
nd a portion of these gases are recycled via the cathode gas
ecycle �CGR� and anode gas recycle �AGR� blowers. The re-
ainder of the depleted gas flows are mixed and sent to the cata-

ytic burner �CB�. In order to minimize the size and weight of the
atalytic burner, not all of the SOFC cathode air flow is mixed
ith the anode exhaust and sent to the combustor. A significant

raction of the cathode exhaust gas bypasses the catalytic burner
nd mixes with the burner exhaust achieving a turbine inlet tem-
erature below 800°C ��1380°F�. The system exhaust gas
asses through the expander, generating ac power and then pro-
ides thermal energy for fuel preheating via the waste heat recov-
ry heat exchanger before being dumped overboard. High tem-
erature fuel preheating of liquid hydrocarbon without coking and
hermal decomposition is made possible by the FSU, as shown in
ig. 4. The efficiency of the fuel cell system is 45% �LHV� under
round conditions when delivering 300 kW of net power and 64%
LHV� at cruise conditions.

Sizing of the gas turbine power output occurs at cruise condi-
ions as the pressure ratio of the expander increases from 3 to 14
hen moving from operation at sea level to 39,000 ft �11.9 km�.

n contrast, the SOFC is sized at ground conditions and is respon-
ible for over 80% of the electric power production during this
ission segment. The SOFC-GT power split during cruise condi-

ions changes to 63% SOFC-37% gas turbine. Thus, the efficiency
ncrease during cruise operation is largely due to the increased
ower production from the gas turbine as well as an increase in
OFC efficiency due to the part-load operation.

SOFC Stack Technology. The SOFC is based on metal-
upported stack technology to achieve high specific power. A list
f stack requirements and a viable approach toward meeting these
equirements are summarized in Table 1. The SOFC stack techni-
al challenges are quite severe, especially in terms of robustness
o thermal cycling, and the approaches envisioned in this study are
onceptual. To achieve the high stack and system specific power
nd robustness requirements, a departure from the current anode-
upported SECA stack technology development efforts is re-
uired. The approach envisioned herein is the development and
se of metal-supported SOFC stack technology that will enable

Table 1 SOFC stack technology

haracteristic Requirement Approach

ife �40 k-h Operating temp.�600°C
obustness 0.01% mV/thermal cycle Metal-supported cell
pecific power �1 kW /kg • Metal-supported cell

• 20�30 cm2 platform
• ultrathin layers ��5 mm
unit cell height�

uel utilization �80% Assumed via optimized
manifold design

uel Jet A reformate ATR reformer ensures low
coke forming potential at
anode inlet via proper
H2O /C and O2 /C ratios
ast dynamic response, thinner cell layers, high specific power,

ournal of Fuel Cell Science and Technology
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and reduced performance degradation due to thermal cycling.
Figure 6 shows the weight distribution for the SOFC system

consisting of twin 150 kW systems, providing power up to
300 kW. The weights are based on the following:

�i� proprietary light weight high specific power stack design
�ii� proprietary desulfurizer design using microwave-based re-

generative concepts
�iii� pressure vessel design with minimum weight and mini-

mum tolerance to withstand the pressure differentials
across it

�iv� power conditioning for SOFC dc power regulation only
�ac power is regulated with electrical power system �EPS�
equipment weighing 54 kg�

The system weight projections are based on the best guess in
some cases and these estimates should be considered as the mini-
mum weight of the equipment to meet the performance require-
ments. The SOFC stack comprises 28% of the total system weight
even with the high specific power of the metal-supported stack
design. The turbomachinery is the next largest weight contributor
at 19% of the total, followed closely by the piping, balance-of-
plant �BoP� and the pressure vessel. The pressure vessel is based
on an integral shell design at ground temperature �rather than
elevated temperature� and the weight should be considered as a
lower bound estimate. Clearly, the pressure vessel cannot be ne-
glected as it represents a significant fraction of the system weight
and is strongly coupled to the system operating pressure, as will
be seen in the parameter sensitivity analysis in a subsequent sec-
tion of this study.

SOFC Parameter Sensitivity Study. The operating parameters
for Architecture A are based on several simulations carried out to
optimize the performance for aircraft specific applications. Sig-
nificant SOFC system design parameters include stack operating
pressure, voltage, temperature, and fuel utilization. The proper
selection of these design operating parameters involves a trade-off
between system efficiency performance, system weight, heat
available, and drag penalties on the airframe. An objective func-
tion that incorporates these effects into an equivalent fuel burn
metric was developed and utilized to evaluate the sensitivity of
each operating parameter. An exploration of each of the design
parameters to changes in efficiency, weight, and fuel burn objec-
tive follows. In each of the analyses, all stack operating param-
eters were held fixed at their baseline values �615°C cell tempera-
ture, 80% fuel utilization, and 3.1 bar pressure operation� except
for the parameter of interest. The results that are depicted in Figs.
7–13 are inclusive of the SOFC-based APU weight �and any con-
comitant drag penalties� and generally represent an increase in
total aircraft weight due to the lower power density fuel cell-based
APU versus the baseline APU system.

Fig. 6 2015 weight distribution goals of SOFC-APU system—
Architecture A
System Operating Pressure. Figure 7 shows the relationship be-

AUGUST 2009, Vol. 6 / 031015-5
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ween system efficiency and weight to a variation in design pres-
ure. A minimum in system weight near a system design pressure
f 2.5 bar reflects the trade-off of the SOFC stack weight and the
eight of the stack pressure vessel. As system pressure increases

rom atmospheric operation, the number of cells required to gen-
rate a specified dc power output decreases more rapidly than the
ncrease in the weight of the pressure vessel. Above 2.5 bar op-
ration, the increase in pressure vessel weight can no longer be
ffset by improvements in SOFC stack performance. Figure 7 also
hows that the largest system efficiency gains are in the range of
–3 bar operation. Above 3 bar operation, the gain in system ef-
ciency tapers off while the system weight increases exponen-

ially. This is in agreement with a related SOFC-GT hybrid system
tudy for aircraft applications �10�.

Figure 8 shows a reciprocal relationship between the system

ig. 7 System efficiency and weight versus system operating
ressure

ig. 8 System efficiency and FB objective versus system
ressure

ig. 9 System efficiency and weight versus design cell

oltage

31015-6 / Vol. 6, AUGUST 2009
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efficiency and fuel burn objective function during ground opera-
tions. From this plot, it is apparent that the fuel efficiency term in
the objective function is dominant. As operating pressure is in-
creased, the fuel burn objective function rapidly decreases until
about 3 bar, after which the function approaches an asymptotic
minimum near 5 bar. Increasing the system pressure from
1 bar to 3 bar produces a nearly 15 percentage point increase in
system efficiency. Only another 3 percentage points in efficiency
are gained by further increases in system pressure. Based on the
results from Figs. 7 and 8, a system design pressure of 3.1 bar was
selected.

Operating Voltage. Stack power density decreases linearly with
increasing cell voltage in the range of interest, as shown in Fig. 9
�system efficiency increases in direct proportion to cell voltage�.

Fig. 10 Effect of stack temperature on system efficiency and
parasitic power

Fig. 11 System efficiency and parasitic power versus cathode
air temperature rise
Fig. 12 System efficiency and weight versus fuel utilization
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he fuel burn objective function is shown to reach a minimum
ear 0.8 V/cell operation and a power density of 180 mW /cm2.
nterestingly, the nonlinear behavior of the fuel burn function is
elated to the system weight and system efficiency. As cell voltage
s increased, system efficiency increases �fuel burn is reduced� and
et system weight �due to the combined effect of the pressure
essel and the SOFC stack� also increases. As the cell voltage
ncreases, the number of cells required to deliver a specified stack
c power output increases exponentially and eventually overrides
enefits in system efficiency. However, while the fuel burn objec-
ive is shown to have a minimum, the economics of the SOFC-
PU system must also be considered and thus, a higher power
ensity design point �250 mW /cm2 at 0.745 V� was chosen for
he analyses to accommodate lower system costs.

Cell Temperature and Cathode Air Temperature Rise. A study
f the effect of cell operating temperature and cathode air tem-
erature rise on system performance revealed that the stack tem-
erature is the more influential parameter. Figs. 10 and 11 depict
his result. In Fig. 10, increases in stack temperature increase
tack �and system� efficiency due to lower cell polarizations.

hen maintaining the net system power output at a fixed value,
he effect of an increase in fuel cell-stack efficiency has two pri-

ary consequences: �1� it lowers the amount of cooling air that
he compressor must supply to the fuel cell system, and �2� it
nables a higher system efficiency by operating at a higher stack
oltage �and lower current density� and hence reduced fuel input
o produce the same amount of power. Thus, while parasitic power
s reduced by 20% ��2.5 kW� over the range investigated in Fig.
0, the more significant effect is an increase in stack efficiency of
early 25%, which translates into an increase in system efficiency
f 7 percentage points.

While air flow in the system is influenced by the magnitude of
he cathode air temperature rise, only slight changes in system
fficiency are realized as the blower parasitic power requirements
epresent only 3% of the net system power output. From Fig. 11,
t is evident that neither gain nor loss in stack efficiency occurs as
athode air temperature rise is altered and cell temperature is held
xed. Only a small increase in system efficiency due to the lower
lower parasitic power is observed.

Operating Fuel Utilization. Figure 12 shows that system weight
s nearly linear with the amount of fuel utilization and is only

ildly sensitive, changing by less than 5% over the range of in-
erest. Changes in SOFC-based APU system weight with fuel uti-
ization are largely due to changes in the power distribution be-
ween the small gas turbine and SOFC stack. In order to maintain
fixed SOFC power density of 250 mW /cm2 and an overall APU
ower output of 300 kW, the number of cells within the fuel cell
tack �and therefore the weight� increases as fuel utilization in-
reases. The increase in SOFC stack cell count raises the fuel
ell’s portion of total system power output and lowers the power

ig. 13 Turbine power fraction and fuel burn objective versus
uel utilization
utput of the small gas turbine, thereby also increasing the net
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system efficiency. However, the system efficiency versus fuel uti-
lization trend contains some nonlinearity due to the nonlinear
component efficiency responses.

The amount of power generated in the expander is of interest
when evaluating the selection of system fuel utilization. Figure 13
shows the impact of system fuel utilization on the fraction of
turbine-to-total system power and fuel burn objective. The turbine
power fraction decreases with increasing utilization as less fuel
energy is provided to the catalytic combustor. The fuel burn ob-
jective function also decreases as fuel utilization and system effi-
ciency increase. The fuel burn objective function is shown to de-
crease less rapidly with increasing fuel utilization due to the larger
decrease in drag associated with system air input. A value of 88%
fuel utilization was selected based on the minimum fuel burn ob-
jective function achieved near that value.

APU System Performance Comparisons

Ground Operations. The efficiency advantage of the SOFC-
APU Architecture A system over the baseline APU during ground
operations is about 28 percentage points �45% versus 17%�. This
increase in APU efficiency results in a fuel savings of about 70%
�1397 lb /day� over the course of one day of aircraft ground op-
erations. The distribution of savings is depicted in Fig. 14, where
ground operations consume most of the fuel and therefore offer
most of the daily fuel savings. Additional savings occur during the
maintenance portion of the daily operations. A small penalty in
fuel burn can also be observed for the fuel consumed during
SOFC system startup. As previously indicated, the total aircraft
fuel consumed during daily operations �including main engine
flight operations� is on the order of 41,000 lb �18,594 kg�. Thus,
about 3.3% fuel burn savings are possible from efficiency im-
provements during ground operations.

In-Flight Operations. The efficiency of the SOFC-APU system
is higher than the engine-mounted electric generator and therefore
enables some fuel burn savings to be realized during the mission
flight segments, whereas the conventional APU is not typically
operated during the in-flight segment due to its poor efficiency. As
previously shown in Fig. 3, aircraft electrical loads range from
about 170 kW to 280 kW during flight. It is during in-flight air-
craft operation that the SOFC exhaust gas heat recovery to the
main engine fuel supply is possible. The result of operating the
SOFC-based APU during the climb-cruise-descent portion of the
mission is a 1.3% savings in total aircraft fuel burn. The distribu-
tion of the net savings is illustrated in Fig. 15. The SOFC system
weight and ram-air drag penalty adds about 1.5% more fuel burn
to the flight mission. This increase in fuel consumption is offset
by 2.9% fuel burn savings in electric power generation for aircraft
hotel power and an increase in main engine efficiency by preheat

Fig. 14 Fuel savings for Architecture A during ground
operations
of the engine fuel supply. A net savings of 1.3% in fuel burn over
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n entire day of operations is achieved. The total fuel consumption
avings from both ground and flight operations amounts to nearly
.7%.

rchitecture B: More Integrated SOFC System
A second system architecture �B� was explored that achieves

reater integration between the SOFC and aircraft systems, and
ncludes technologies that target higher performance but are asso-
iated with greater perceived technological risks. Greater integra-
ion is achieved between the SOFC and aircraft subsystems with
mart sizing of the components. Architecture B includes all the
eatures of the Architecture A system and three additional archi-
ecture concepts:

�i� SOFC-gas turbine and ECS turbocharger on the same shaft
�ii� SOFC sized for ground operations on a normal day
�iii� a more efficient SOFC system

he first concept decreases the weight of the power electronics
quipment, the second one provides a lower weight SOFC system
hile not compromising the efficiency on a typical day, and the

hird improves the operating efficiency and hence decreases the
verall mission fuel burn. By sizing the SOFC-APU for typical
ay conditions, the power requirements for hot day operations are
et by the engine-mounted generator. The SOFC efficiency in-

reases to nearly 70% at cruise conditions and 53% at ground
onditions. Architecture B APU electric loads during the ground
peration remain the same as in the baseline and Architecture A
ases; however, due to the different sizing strategiey of the com-
onents, the in-flight climb-cruise-descent operation mission per-
ormance changes. In addition, the engine-mounted generators
rovide the electrical power for the anti-ice loads, similar to that
f the Architecture A system. Higher efficiency of the SOFC sys-
em was obtained by increasing the fuel processing efficiency by
perating the ATR at lower O2 /C and H2O /C ratios than the
urrent technology allows, increasing the cell-stack temperature,
nd by cracking a portion of the fuel to enable some internal
eforming to take place within the SOFC.

Using the UTC ITAPS™ tools, the Architecture B system per-
ormance for the aircraft mission was evaluated. The overall sys-
em weight increased by 560 kg �1% mission fuel burn penalty
rom baseline� relative to the baseline system. The tighter integra-
ion also enabled a 10% weight reduction over Architecture A.
igure 16 shows the benefits or the penalties of the Architecture B
oncepts relative to Architecture A. While system efficiency in-
reased and reduced the air input requirements, the ram-air drag
ecreased by only 2 kg �negligible fuel burn savings�. The daily
uel consumption decreased by 1.3% due to the more efficient
lectricity production during climb-cruise-descent operation and
y 0.2% from more efficient ground operations. Another 0.2%
avings are associated with the reduced capacity SOFC stack aris-
ng from sizing for typical day ground operations rather than the
ot day condition. Integration of the SOFC and ECS turbomachin-
ry enabled an additional 0.3% fuel consumption savings due to

Fig. 15 Architecture A fuel burn
he concomitant weight reduction. Together, an additional 2%
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point efficiency benefits can be achieved with Architecture B rela-
tive to A �as shown in Fig. 16� and 6.7% fuel burn savings relative
to the baseline.

Economic and Emission Performance

Economic Performance. The economic impacts of the changes
embodied in the two architectures studied are shown in Fig. 17 in
2006 U.S. dollars. Replacing the conventional gas turbine APU
with an SOFC system resulted in a weight increase of 847 kg for
Architecture A and 560 kg for Architecture B.

The benefits from SOFC integration can be broadly classified in
terms of either APU ground or APU flight operations. Benefits
from ground operation arise from more efficient electricity pro-
duction and are debited for fuel used for starting up the APU.
Benefits from flight operations are found in the net gain from
certain credits, like improved electric power production efficiency,
reduced shaft extractions, improved engine cycle with heat addi-
tion to fuel, and certain debits, such as drag incurred for supplying
air to operate the SOFC and increased fuel burn due to additional
weight for the SOFC system and its aircraft integration.

All SOFC system architectures analyzed required an air source
during flight when a conventional APU would be shut down. The

ings during climb-cruise-descent

Fig. 16 Architecture B: Benefits of included concepts achieve
6.7% overall fuel burn savings

Fig. 17 Financial impact of fuel burn savings of architectures
sav
investigated
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am-air drag incurred due to the uptake of air, and the loss in cabin
ir thrust recovery for Architectures A and B resulted in increased
ission fuel burn.
The net fuel burn benefit due to the sum of all of the individual

actors above provides the primary influence on operational sav-
ngs. The net fuel burn savings is 922 kg /day for Architecture A
nd 1315 kg /day for Architecture B. Figure 17 shows the finan-
ial benefits of these architectures and illustrates that the annual
avings are on the order of $100,000–$140,000 per aircraft. The
ssumptions for this estimate are the price of aviation fuel at
0.9 /gal, which is substantially less than fuel prices at the time of
his writing, and 365 days a year of operation. At a system cost of
1300 /kW for Architecture A, the simple payback is less than
years. �Note that simple payback would be �2 years at current

uel prices.� It is clear that the greater consideration of integration
f the SOFC system into the aircraft systems is beneficial.

Achieving the required system specific power is critical to re-
lizing the fuel burn benefits discussed above. Figure 18 depicts
he year 2015 SOFC system weight goals and the break-even
oint in terms of fuel burn savings for Architectures A and B. To

ig. 18 Year 2015 EIS SOFC system weight goals and break
ven points „no fuel burn savings…

Fig. 19 Emission/emission reductions for Architectures A
Fig. 20 Total aircraft emissions for entire mission relative
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realize any fuel burn benefit from a SOFC system for a short-
range commercial aircraft, the SOFC system specific power
should be �0.07 kW /kg �best case SOFC system—Architecture
B�. The SOFC system specific power will not affect the ground
APU emission benefits. However, the engine emissions will in-
crease due to the increased fuel burn from the gain in SOFC
system weight. Furthermore, the value proposition for the fuel cell
system results in many years to achieve payback �although this
economic outlook is strongly dependent on fuel prices�. At spe-
cific powers higher than the breakeven point, but greater than
0.09 kW /kg SOFC system, the payback time is more than
5 years. At a system specific power of 0.59 kW /kg the payback is
achieved in 2 years. As fuel prices climb, the payback economics
will only improve the economic viability of SOFCs for APU sys-
tems and thus, gains in system specific power will be increasingly
valuable.

Emission Performance. Figure 19 depicts the emissions and
emission reductions for both Architectures A and B during differ-
ent mission segments. None of the SOFC systems studied pro-
duces any oxides of nitrogen �NOx�, carbon monoxide �CO�, or
unburned hydrocarbons �UHC�, thus the reductions are 100% dur-
ing ground operations as Figure 19�a� shows. The use of a SOFC
system in place of a conventional APU impacts the emissions
from the engine in a number of ways. The main impact is through
the reduction in fuel burn as previously discussed. The changes in
engine extractions cause some changes in the temperatures and
pressures inside the engine for a given thrust level; hence, the
emissions do not track exactly with fuel burn. Furthermore, a
portion of the fuel used for electric power generation by the fuel
cell APU burns clean, reducing the overall emissions. Thus, in
Architectures A and B, the engine emissions decrease by 3.5–6%
for NOx, by 8–10% for CO, and by 12–14% for UHC, as Figure
19�b� shows.

The total aircraft emissions for the two architectures relative to
the baseline are shown in Fig. 20�a� during engine operation and
in Fig. 20�b� during the landing and take-off �LTO� cycles, which

d B during „a… ground operations and „b… flight operations
an
to baseline for „a… engine operations and „b… LTO cycle
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Downlo
ccur below 3000 ft �0.9 km� altitude. Ground emissions and LTO
missions are of particular interests at airports, where air quality
equirements are increasingly difficult to meet. As Fig. 20�b�
hows, substantial reduction in CO and UHC is achieved by op-
rating the fuel cell during the LTO cycle.

Technology Gaps. Technology gaps that need to be closed to
ealize the fuel burn benefits discussed in this study are summa-
ized for the SOFC stack and fuel processing hardware. A key gap
s associated with SOFC stack and system specific powers. To
chieve the EIS 2015 goal metrics �weight, life, etc.� required for
erospace applications, a paradigm shift is needed in SOFC stack
oncepts and technology development. This is based on the four
imes improvement needed for the stack weight and seven times
mprovement needed for the SOFC system weight, using current
tate-of-the-art fuel cell and BoP technologies. Additionally, the
tartup time required for SOFCs is longer by several hours rather
han the minutes required. While system startup strategies have
een evaluated �3�, the metal-supported SOFC stack hardware
eeded to enable startup times to less than 30 min are not cur-
ently available. Stack durability �e.g., thermal cycling� and life-
ime also need to be substantially improved. SOFC system cost
as been estimated at $1300 /kW �current study� and stack and
oP technology will need to be substantially reduced from current

evels to reach this requirement.
Desulfurization of Jet A fuel is critical for operation of the

OFC system and is a nontrivial challenge. The assumption in this
tudy has been that ground-based desulfurization solutions will
ot be readily and universally available at all airports and there-
ore, a low maintenance and compact regenerative scheme for
ulfur removal down to �1 ppmv S for aerospace applications is
esirable. An athermal microwave adsorbent regeneration process
11� has been employed in conjunction with sulfur removal sor-
ent beds in the present analysis. Proof-of-concept testing has
uccessfully been performed �11�, but sorbent capacity for re-
lacement every 10,000 h must be developed and sorbent
eight must decrease by two times to obtain �0.9 kg /L. Further-
ore, aircraft integration issues will need to be resolved with the

esulfurization process.
Fuel reformer requirements include a lifetime of 10,000 h or

reater while achieving at least 95% fuel conversion and assembly
nto a compact package that is less than 3 kg /L. In order to obtain
hese requirements at aggressively low O2 /C and H2O /C operat-
ng conditions without carbon deposition, highly active and stable
atalyst development will be required. The size of ATR will also
ave to decrease by a factor of 2.

Integration of the SOFC-APU into the airframe to achieve the
tated benefits also has some challenges. Arguably, the SOFC-
PU location should be closer to wing roots �or engines� rather

han the customary tail cone position to take advantage of many
ntegration benefits. For example, the benefits that arise from the
aste heat recovery and the exhaust gas utilization concepts will
ot be realized if the SOFC-APU is located in the tail cone. Aside
rom pinpointing the location of the SOFC-APU, future efforts
hould be prioritized to the development of advanced stack, re-
orming catalyst, and desulfurization concepts that have the po-
ential to realize the benefits identified in this study.

onclusions
This study selected an aggressive year 2015 EIS aircraft for

aseline systems �UEET engines, advanced more-electric APU
nd more-electric aircraft subsystem concepts�. Two different air-
raft system architectures �A and B� integrated with SOFC-based
PUs were evaluated relative to this short-range commercial air-

raft baseline system. The basic process design of the Architecture
SOFC system was discussed and parameter sensitivity explored.

he features of a more efficient SOFC system design in Architec-

ure B were highlighted and the potential benefits �emissions and
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fuel burn� of both SOFC-based APU system architectures were
quantified. The key technology development areas and SOFC
stack requirements were also presented.

The hybrid SOFC system architectures featured efficiency per-
formances ranging from 45–53% during ground operations and
64–70% during the cruise flight segment. Optimal system operat-
ing parameters were explored using an objective function strongly
correlated with fuel consumption. While an optimal system pres-
sure with respect to minimum system weight was found, the fuel
burn objective function pointed toward an asymptotic minimum of
near 5 bar. SOFC stack limits set a constrained optimal system
pressure of about 3.1 bar.

System integration is critical to maximize benefits from the
SOFC-APU for aircraft applications and will help to minimize the
technology development cost/time. The mission fuel burn savings
for Architecture A, with integrated design concepts from the best
architecture of a previous study, is 4.7%. Architecture B, with a
higher degree of system integration and higher risk technologies,
delivered fuel burn benefits of 6.7%. The per aircraft savings are
greater than $100,000 k /yr and emission reductions of 70% or
more are possible during ground operations. Total emission reduc-
tion ranges from 2% �NOx� to 33% �UHC� per one day of opera-
tions.

While the benefits of integration of a high specific power
SOFC-APU has been evaluated at a conceptual level, the impact
of location, the volumetric size of the SOFC, safety and reliability
concerns with certain integration concepts, and electrical system
integration remain as open issues. These areas would be the foci
for further studies.
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